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AHMED KATHRADA FUNERAL FUNCTION

NOT PERMISSIBLE TO ATTEND THE FUNERAL FUNCTION

A lot of kufr dust is being kicked up about the funeral of an Islamic non-entity, namely, Ahmed
Kathrada who had passed away, and whose Janaazah has been delayed kuffaar style by some
zindeeq molvies to gratify their bloated egos and to quench their inordinate lustful craving and
voracious appetite for cheap haraam publicity. The one who excels in this art is the reverend
Abraham Bham who portrays himself as a Muslim but, in reality is an Iblees without religion.

In flagrant violation of the Shariah, the Janaazah of the deceased is being accorded kuffaar
protocols and ceremony. The inordinate delay in effecting dafan and Janaazah Salaat, the
aggravating delay prior to
dafan
for the purpose of a haraam kuffaar style tribute which will be graced by a crowd of people
wallowing in
janaabat and kufr
, and rejecting the family’s desire and insistence to accord the deceased a decent, respectable,
Islamic burial are all haraam shenanigans of the human Iblees, reverend Abraham Bham who
had long ago bartered away his Imaan at the altar of the Christian Cross in a Church of kufr and
shirk.

A very close relative informed us that the Family is unequivocally in opposition to the haraam
function organized by the Iblees reverend, and that they are being stampeded to participate in
the whole haraam event organized by miscreants who have absolutely no concern for Allah’s
Shariah.
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In the circumstances, be informed that it is not permissible to participate in even the
Janaazah Salaat of this deceased. Those who understand the meaning of Islam and
Imaan, should desist and stay far from the haraam function and kuffaar style ceremony
and funeral service.

In the final analysis, remember that a person will die and be resurrected on the Day of
Qiyaamah among those with whom he had associated and spent his life here on earth. It will
therefore be no surprise if the deceased will be resurrected on the Day of Qiyaamah with
Mandela, Sisulu and his other compatriots who were his bosom friends here on earth.

It is imperative to daily make dua for a Khaatamah with Imaan, for successfully passing the test
of Munkar and Nakeer in the Qabar, and to be raised on the Day of Qiyaamah among the
Sulaha, Shuhada and Ambiya, not with Haamaan, Qaaroon, Fir’oun and the legions of Iblees.

The ceremony and function which have been organized for the deceased politician are in total
conflict with the Shariah. Instead of quietly and unostentatiously supplicating for the Rahmat
and
Maghfirat
of Allah Ta’ala to enshroud the deceased, i.e. if he was a Muslim, the organizers of the haraam
function are openly inviting the
La’nat
and
Ghadhab
of Allah Azza Wa Jal to settle on the deceased. Even a pious
Buzrug’s
mayyit is adversely affected by the haraam shenanigans which his relatives and mureeds
perpetrate on his death. Even the tributes, the praises and the accolades which his mureeds
laud on him, are a source of pain for the
Buzrug/Wali.
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The gross jahaalat of Muslims nowadays, which is manipulated by the vile shaitaani, zindeeq
molvies such as the Iblees reverend, is on the increase. This lamentable disease of
jahaalat
is being transformed into kufr by degrees. We are in the era about which Hadhrat Abdullah Bin
Amr (Radhiyallahu anhu) said:

“There will dawn an era when the people (these juhala) will assemble in their Musaajid
and perform Salaat
whilst not a
single one will be a Mu’min.”

No one knows what the morrow holds. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “Imaan is
suspended between fear and hope.”

So beware! Guard the treasure of your Imaan. Supplicate to Allah Ta’ala to protect your Imaan.
Stay far from the human devils such as these vile molvies who use and misuse the Deen to
gratify their inordinate monetary and nafsaani lusts.

O ALLAH ! PLANT OUR FEET FIRMLY AND HELP US AGAINST THE NATION OF
UNBELIEVERS.
(Qur’aan)

30 Jamadal Ukhra 1438 - 29 March 2017
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